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Why are Learning Powers important?





They show us how to behave when we are learning
They help us become unstuck
They help us to make progress with our learning and grow as people
They help us work with each other

Memorable examples from Learning Quests
Hooks










Flags on the ceiling
Model of Great Fire
HMS Victory visit
Travelling through the tunnel
Skype conversation
Rainforest insects
Egyptian artefacts
Winchester visit
Fantastic Beasts suitcase
Air Raid warning


My Time






Making a Lego model
Making my own picture
Using laptops and iPads for research
Rainforest animal sketches
Mummification process
Greek life role play



Questions





Writing questions on flags
Writing questions on old fashioned paper
Creating questions for visitors
Putting questions on leaves and Learning Walls

Most children were able to recall a question that had
created.

Celebrations











Celebration dance, music and animations
Sharing learning with other classes
Making a dinosaur book for YR
Stones and Bones museum
Making a class book
Anglo-Saxon museum
Alice E-books
Greek and VE days
Space display

How could Learning Quests be improved?














Dress up as characters
More active and outdoor learning
More chances to ask our own questions
More chances to write
Have more time for ‘My Time’
More variety of Hooks and Questions
More say in choosing the main question
Redesign the poster
Challenge friends about what they have learned
Have whole celebrations days with activities
Have English and Maths celebrations
More drama and school trips
More chance to produce creative pieces: art, music, dance, DT…

Which of the 5 Moments or comment in the Special Book is important to you and why?












It helps us capture our thoughts and shows how our ideas have developed
If you are having a bad day you can read the Special Book to make yourself feel better
Sharing of ‘Moments’ helps us to reflect
I like Mirror moments because it gives you time to think and make yourself a better person
My favourite moment is Footsteps as I like putting others before myself
Window moment thinking about people around the world
The comment about everyone being special in different ways
The encouraging comment to someone else
To remind us of the right things to do at school.
To remember God’s rules
Sharing kindness with everybody

Why do you think it is important to capture the ‘Moments’ / comments? Why are they special?











All moments are important for different reasons
Window is most important because without the natural world we wouldn’t have the other moments
It is useful to have the book so we can reflect on what we have done
It is important to have the Moments because they help people to remember to be kind and loving
You can remind people of these special moments so you include everyone
Show memories of when people have been kind
We can share comments with other people
Mirror moment, so that we know how to look after ourselves and make the right choices
Candle moment as it has hope. If we did have Jesus or God we wouldn’t have a world
If we don’t have the book, we might not make or remember the comments

Look at pictures of ‘5 Moments’: What might you add to the school’s definitions?
Mirror

Footsteps

Window

Candle







































Who I am outside and who I am inside
Individuality
How to understand our lives
How to makes myself a better person
Looking at yourself and looking at your future
Reflection on your personal feelings
Respecting yourself
Growing as a person
Thinking about the feelings of others
Putting yourself in someone else’s shoes
Think about relationships
Being selfless
Not judging people by how they look or how they act
Being friendly
Teamwork
Looking after people
Including others
Thinking about others
Being encouraging to others
Environmental issues
Respect and value nature
Feeling empathy for creatures in their natural habitats
Think about the wider world around us with the different countries
Creation of the world
Being Eco Warriors
Questioning what life is about
Prayer
Power of imagination and power of belief
Respect others’ beliefs without criticising
When we can feel God’s love
Respecting religions
Peace
God, Jesus and the Holy Spirit
Festivals
The flame on the candle is God lighting up the world
Heaven
Remembering family who have passed and the happy memories

